Report on the EULAR post-graduate course, November 2013, Prague, Czech Republic

I first heard of the EULAR post-graduate course a while ago, when I was talking to other rheumatology residents. They were all unanimous in considering it a unique experience and a landmark in rheumatology training. When I arrived to Prague, my expectations were really high, and I must say I was not disappointed. The lectures were a perfect combination of basic science and current clinical evidence, pleasing both laboratory and outpatient-clinic fans. Various relevant subjects were addressed, and even lunch was served with some clinical cases' presentation and discussion! Attendees originated from all around the world, so it was also great to exchange experiences and compare approaches to different rheumatic diseases. Summing up, I consider the EULAR post-graduate course an essential event for every trainee or young specialist wanting a prompt update on the recent findings in rheumatology.
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